
Facial Method  step 4 

Restore - Masking is one of our favorite 
steps in The MIG Method, necessary 
for a proper True Beauty Ritual. 
Crafted to revive, soften, clear pores, 
and support healing to beautify like 
never before. 

Facial Method  step 5  

Treat - Apply one or two shots of 
Blackberry leaf serum all over décolleté 
and on your fresh clean face. Do not 
apply if it hasn’t been warmed and wet 
by cleansing and toning, as it is best 
absorbed and received by the skin on 
freshly dampened skin. 

The Blackberry Leaf Serum targets fine lines, wrinkles, 
breakout prone and lackluster skin. The herbs and botanical 
oils will work in tandem to support collagen production, cell 
renewal and vibrancy. 

Facial Method  step 6
Nourishing Hydration - Apply a small 
amount of the Face Lotion Bar to face 
and décolleté by either scrolling the 
Lotion Bar up and swiping off the top, 
massaging onto face with fingers, or you 
can apply the bar directly to your skin. 
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Each step and product in the MIG Method are created to 
work in synergy with one another. Every wildcrafted herb 
and fresh infused botanical is purposed to over deliver for a 
radiant soul and glowing face and body. 

After the Activation Phase (step 1), having applied your 
Ritual oil to pulse points, your face will need gentle cleansing 
as your skin has been detoxing overnight.  

We formulated the Facial Ritual to not only be non-disruptive 
to the skin’s delicate acid mantle, but also supportive 
and collaborative with the skin’s own natural healing and 
hydration process.

Facial Method  step 2 
Cleanse - by choosing your desired 
Ritual Cleansing Bars, rich in herbs 
and essential oils that protect, gently 
cleanse and nourish.

Facial Method  step 3 
Tone - Apply Kombucha Facial Toner by 
misting onto a 100% cotton, cotton pad, 
moving the pad across the forehead, chin, 
upward motion on the cheeks, neck and 
décolleté. 

Complete this step by misting directly 
over the face with two shots. Toning 
removes residue, hydrates, and prepares the skin to receive 
maximum nutrients from your Blackberry Leaf Serum and 
Facial Lotion Bar. By toning every day, your skin will be 
firmer, brighter, glowing, at rest, and ready for the next 
nutrient rich step.
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Facial Method  step 7
Amplify - seal the deal with our 
Collagen True Beauty Elixir Nutritional 
and finally, the jade roller designed 
to force feed nutrients into your skin, 
activate your lymphatic system and 
flush toxins.

Fuel Method  step 2
Gut Health - Sexy Starts Here. Total 
Body Detox encourages radiant skin, 
lubricates the intestinal tract, really 
gets things moving by supporting 
proper elimination, relieves gas and 
bloating, boosts the immune system, 
eliminates excess water and supports 
a healthy weight.

Fuel Method  step 3 

Boost Your Brain - Don’t you just 
love mental energy? Start your day 
with Brain Activation MIG’s premium 
Nootropic and mind boost. Helps 
support mood, encourages libido, 
supports mental energy and memory, 
giving you a daily dose of happy so you 
can conquer the world!

Fuel Method  step 1
Skin & Joints - You could use a little too 
good to be true in your life... Premium 
Collagen Elixir start your day right by 
adding a scoop of Premium Collagen 
Elixir to your coffee, smoothie or shake. 

Unlike the vast array of collagens on the market today, 
Premium Collagen Elixir is absorbed by the body as 
collagen and known to help reduce the appearance of 
wrinkles, support your body’s natural fight against aging, 
promote thicker hair and stronger nails, help cause the skin 
to produce more of its own collagen content which begins 
to digress in our early 20’s, encourages joint mobility and 
improve the skin’s hydration.

A must for your morning ritual.
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CONTINUED...

fuel

This, too, is a product you want to apply to skin after it has 
been dampened, and freshly cleansed. The Facial Lotion 
Bar contains a completely unique blend of essential oils and 
farm fresh beeswax that locks in moisture and supports the 
skin’s natural healing and hydration process. 

facial method

fuel method



Body Method  step 4
Hydrate - First, complete Steps 1 - 3 in The 
MIG BODY Method. Keep in your shower 
and massage onto warm, wet skin right 
before you get out. Apply a very small 
amount onto arms and legs paying close 
attention to elbows, hands, and knees. Pat 
dry. Loved by pregnant bellies.

For your facial needs consider  
the Facial Lotion Bar

Body Method  step 5 

Exfoliate - Coming soon!

Body Method  step 6 

Nourish - Cuticle Serum oil will not only 
help improve the health and appearance 
of your nails but can restore unexplained 
dry spots as well. Try a drop or two on 
dry patches. Massage into damp fingers. 
Maybe get one of your rings cleaned. 

show off

Body Method  step 1 

Activate - The power of our Ritual Oil for 
Activation awakens the senses, body and 
soul, and propels inspiration forward. 
Combining this step with proper skincare, 
and whole food fueling and supplementation, 
you will Activate and awaken yourself to Rise, 
Run and Become! 

We recommend The Happiness Blend, or the 
Bloom Collection with Passion Flower. Both 
are awakening + uplifting.

For the doers and the dreamers...

Begin today with intention and activation. 
The scent from the Bloom Oil blend will make 
you come alive each morning.

Body Method  step 2 

Detox - After completing Step 1 in The 
MIG BODY Method, begin by brushing 
upward from your feet towards your 
heart. Brush clockwise on your 
abdomen and towards your heart from 
your fingertips. Strokes should be firm 
yet gentle, causing no damage to the 
skin. Feel the difference as your lymphatic system releases 
toxins, smooths your skin and rejuvenates your body. Dry 
Brushing will awaken your lymphatic system, rejuvenate the 
skin and help soothe the cellulite.

Body Method  step 3
Cleanse Gently - Complete Steps 1 and 
2 in The MIG BODY Method. Lather 
from head to toe. Rejoice. Use on face 
+ body. Our Ritual Cleansing Bar helps 
nourish, cleanse and restore the body.
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body method

rise. run. become. 


